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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR CURTAINS

Good ventilation and fresh, clean air are paramount to the success of any dairy 
operation. Even the finest made curtains are only effective if they consistently open 
and close to changing weather conditions. Unfortunately, this takes time, labor and a 
keen eye on the weather. 
 
Seneca Curtain Automation is the answer; automatically making adjustments in real 
time as changes in weather occur so that you get the most value out of your curtains.

TC-4 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
The new Seneca TC-4 Automated Temperature Controller is a freestanding, 
independent unit that collects its own weather logic. The TC-4 processes the logic 
and adjusts the curtains at that location, independently from other locations. These 
independent actions give you full AREA CONTROL over your system.

One TC-4 can control up to eight motors, each one or all curtains to open and close 
to keep perfect temperature balance.

As a KEY component in barn ventilation, the Seneca TC-4 will transform your barn 
curtain walls. With a large water-resistant touch screen, the TC-4 is easy to set 
up and troubleshoot. Sit back and relax while the curtains automatically adjust to 
optimize cow comfort and safety in the barn.

Wind direction and speed can be measured by a wind anemometer and sent to the 
TC-4. Adding a rain sensor will also report the presence of precipitation to the TC-4, 
which will measure and calculate the data to determine whether or not the curtain 
needs to be closed on one side of the barn or another due to blowing rain. The TC-4 
also has a Bedding Saver feature which will close button curtains whenever wind 
gusts threaten to blow bedding out of the stalls.

Since the motor has limited switches the TC-4 will continue to operate the curtains 
even in an encoder failure. There will be an error reported on the screen. The 
curtains will simply revert to a timed move and use the limit switches.

The new Seneca TC-4 is the Temperature Controller of the future!

TC-4 Temperature Controller

Optional Rain Sensor

Wind Anemometer
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BARN CURTAIN AUTOMATIONBARN CURTAIN AUTOMATION

90 VOLTS DC

Powerful
Lightweight Motors

Significantly more torque than
24 VOLT DC  systems

90 VOLT DC SMART MOTORS
The brawn of this system is in its 90VDC Smart Motors. SENECA 
Smart Motors are very lightweight, yet extraordinarily powerful!

MC-10 MASTER CONTROLLER
The MC-10 Master Controller will allow you to monitor and control all the TC-4s in your 
barn from one centralized location. When placed near an entrance door, the Seneca 
MC-10 will save you time and hassle checking or manually adjusting your curtains at 
every pocket. In addition, the MC-10 can monitor wind direction and speed, as well as 
global rain-sensing. The sleek color touchscreen makes data entry a breeze! It displays 
live data related to your curtain settings and the surrounding environment. Also, the 
newest feature of the MC-10 gives you dual ventilation control for fans & curtains.

MC-10 Master Controller

End drive on wood barn

Center drive on metal barn

Smart Motors weigh just 9 pounds each
Significantly more Direct Drive Torque than 24 volt systems
Smart Motor Technology:

Innovative encoder system offers precise position control
Ability to move a fraction of an inch at a time, if necessary
Smooth movement and integrated braking system

Reduced stress on fabric for life expectancy of up to 15 years

Advantages of a SENECA 90VDC system

These 90 volt Smart Motors are specifically designed for Seneca Dairy 
Systems Automation.

SENECA, INNOVATING THE FUTURE OF BARN VENTILATION!
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M-4 MANUAL CONTROLLER
This 90VDC motor controller plugs into your everyday 120VAC receptacle 
outlet and will manually control up to 4 motors in both forward and reverse. 
The M-4 features two resettable circuit breakers for added safety and
convenience. 
 
The M-4 is the perfect unit if you want to motorize your curtains, ending 
the labor intensive hand cranking, but aren’t quite up to a fully automated 
system. Once you have the Seneca M-4 and the 90v system setup, the 
automation upgrade is a snap, should you decide to make your barns fully 
automated in the future. M-4 Manual 90VDC 

Motor Controller

FAN AND SPRINKLER CONTROLS
Good airflow in a dairy barn is important. But almost equally important is knowing 
when to slow it down or turn it off all together. The Captain 6 will monitor your barn 
temperature and adjust your fans accordingly without the need to make manual 
adjustments.

With 6 total outputs, the Captain 6 can control your variable speed (frequency) 
fans as well as those with a simple on/off switch.

The Captain 6 is perfect for controlling your evaporative cooling (sprinkler) 
systems as well! Captain 6 - 24VDC

Ventilation Controller

SYSTEM CUSTOMIZATION
Seneca’s Curtain Automation System is very versatile and can also be 
used to automate your ridge or gable curtains.

Since each TC-4 can control 8 motors, you can add your ridge curtains or 
gable curtain to the system layout.

If you have any questions about your barn, ask one of our SENECA 
Sales Representatives to assist you with the Automation layout and 
configuration.

Gable and ridge curtains can easily 
be added to your automation layout
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